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SUIVIMARY .- Y-s*-*ze 

The procedures of N.A.C.A. Report No.1178 for the interpretation of 
measured flight strains as structural loads are not entirely satisfactory for 
applications to delta or slender-body configurations. Problems arise from the 
severe non-linearities in the gauge response with the position of the calibrat- 
ing load and from the need to support the aircraft representatively during the 
ground calibrations. These difficulties are overcome if distributed load data, 
obtained either directly or by superposition, are used in place of individual 
load data. In contrast to the criginal N.A.C.A. Report, the procedure will 
then establish directly the reliability of any particular flight load neasure- 
mont. The modified technique is illustrated by an application to the 
Lightning fin in laboratory tests. 
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1 

Flight load ~easu~ments on military and civil airCraft in the inteRSts 
of safety and structurd efficiency have been standard practice in the U.S.A. 
for many years and ~ti '* has been usual to deduce the net flight loads from 
structural strain measurements. Similar strain measurements have also been 
made on many aritish aircraft but their interpretation as flight loads has not 
been based on a statistical method commonly used in America. This method', 
developed by Skopinski et sl of the N.R.C.A. in the late I~.@'s, permits the 
rapid processing of the flight data. With the possibility that flight load 
measurement may become an essential part of the clearance procedure for British 
aircraft it Tsts thought worthwhile to review the American technique, It was 

't apparent that the method of N.A.C.A. Report No.1178, herein referred to as the 
N.A.C,A. method but not implied to be the current N.A.S.A. method, was 
satisfactory for the medium and high-aspect ratio aircraft for which it was 

t developed but it had some deficiencies vrhcn applied to modern low-aspect ratio 
aircraft. 

The N,A,C,A. method is based on the fact that, although the stress in a 
structural member is not necessarily a simple function of the three loading 
parameters, M the bending mcment, V the shear and T the torque, it is often 
possible to combine the responses of selected strain gauges to provide a measure 
of each parameter. The selected gauges and their combination coefficients are 
chosen by statistical methods from a sample comprised of the gauge responses due 
to the successive application of a single load at various points on the 
structure. The appraisal of the N.A.C.A. technique for applications to some 
current and future aircraft showed that difficulties could arise frcm: 

(a) The need to support the aircraft during the application of each 
calibration load. The choice of support position influences the stress distri- 
butions and hence also the gauge responses induced by the load. The satisfactory 
application of a statistical treatment requires that the sample data should be 
consistent with flight conditions and it is essential that the ground calibration 
load should produce the same gauge responses as those due to a flight load of 
the same magnitude acting at the scme position. It is relatively easy to 
satisfy these conditions on an aircr,aft with high-aspect ratio wings and long 
fuselage, but the chaice of supports for the delta and slender body configuro- 
tions presents many difficulties because of the integrated vring and fuselage 
construction. 

(b) The multiplicity of the load paths which result from the more 
redundant structure. With such designs the internal loads are not completely 
diffused into the structure for some distance from the applied external load. 
Thus, although the gauge response is directly proportional to the magnitude of 
the load, the responses are not linearly related to the chordl&e or spanwise 
positions of a load of constant magnitude. These non-linearities are important 
because they influence the accuracy vrith which a combination of gauges can be 

Y fitted to the c,aLibration data. If the external flight loads in the vicinity 
of the gauges make sn&Ll contributions to the total external load, as in the 
case of a high-aspect ratio wing, then the poor diffusion of the local loads is 

b comparatively unimportant. However the preponderance of non-linear responses 
in a multi-spar structure of low-aspect ratio, (sea Figs.3 and 4) from the 
individual calibration loads adversely affects the confidence in an estimate 
by the combination of gauges, 



It oan be shown that both these difficulties are overcome by ohszging 
from a statistical sample based on individual loads' to a sample based on 
distributed load3 more representative of those which oocur in flight. Purther- 
more this latter sample gives the statistical data neaessary for assessing the 
aoouracy of any partioular load measurement in flight, 

This Note discusses these problems and then illustrate3 the proposed 
procedure by an applioation to a Lightning fin on which laboratory tests were 
conducted at the R.A.E. 

The statistical approach adopted by the N.A.C.A. was a valuable contri- 
bution to solving the problem of the interpretation of flight strain mcasure- 
ments. The alternative method of comparing the measured strains with either 
those estimated by calculations or those measured by similar gauges at similar 
positions on the strength test specimen introduce errors arising from differ- 
enoes in material charaoteristios and dimensions of the two structures and from 
variations in strain gauge sensitivities. Furthermore, in many praotical oases 
the stressing or test information will not; be for the appropriate flight 
conditions, 

To overcome these difficulties, Skopinski et al' used standard statistical 
methods to interpret the responses of selected gauges attaohed across a seotion 
of wing or tailplane as net bending moments, shear3 and torques at that seotion. 
They make use of oelibrations of the gauge installations in which individual 
loads are applied suocessively at a number of stations on the structure. The 
gauges are usually installed to measure the shear and bending strain3 in the 
spars and these quantities aredependent on the position of the cslibration 
load in a simple or complex manner according to the detail design of the 
structure. 

It is now postulated that the responses II,, p2, . . . of the gauges 

G,, G2, ..a at different locations on the section can be combined such that, 

for example, 

M = &I t-‘l + h2 CL2 + PI3 p3 

where P,,, Pi2, P,, etc are oonstants to be obtained from the cslibration data. 

In general the gauges G,,G2 ,., are attaohed to the more important load 

paths at the section and the individue3 load oalibrations must be sufficiently 
extensive to represent the constituents of the flight distributions. Thus it 
can be expected that there will be more than sufficient equations to solve for 
the constants p,,, p,, etc and these quantities are then determined by a least 

squares procedure as desoribed in the Appendix. 

. 

This procedure of fitting an expression of the type shoyfn in equation (1) 
is included in regression analy3is200mmonly usea in statistics, The form used 
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in this application is called a linear regression and there are standard oom- 
puter programmes for calculating the ooefficienta of the regression and its 
standard error, 

In many applications it is found that aome gauges have very similar 
responses and consequently the accuracy of prediction can be improved by the 
elimination of the "redundant" gauges* It is also possible for the contri- 
butions, pp, of particular gauges to be small and the loss of accuracy is 

k negligible when these tfirrelevant" gauges are omitted from the regression. 
Thus it can be expeoted that the final regressions for each loading parameter 
will utilise different gauges. It must be appreciated that the standard error 

z only reflects the probable accuraoy of the regression in predicting a particular 
calibration load of the sample from its asaooiated gauge responses. It can be 
expected, from small sample theory, that about 2 out of 3 of the calibration 
loads will. be estimated within t the standard error and there is a 95$ probability 
that the estimate nil1 be within t 3 times the standard error. Any justification 
for the applioation of this regression to distributed loadings must be sought 
from an applioation of the principle of superposition. However the necessary 
oonditions of linearity and elaatioity nil1 be satisfied by moat modern structures 
in the praotical range of flight%losds. The gauge responses from the distributed 
loadings'are therefore the algebraio sums of the responses from the oonstituent 
loads, each of which can be estimated by the rogreasion, Thus the statistical 
sample must be representative of all the constituent loads that can produce 
responses from the gauges. It is necessary therefore to include loads inboard 
of the measuring section booause the gauges respond to the self-equilibrating 
systems of loads generated by the inboard loads, However these responses must . be associated with zero inputs of M, V and T because the regressions are ohosen 
to estimate M, V and T due to the loads outboard of the section. Under these 
conditions the standard error, expressed as a percentage, loses much of its 

c significance aa an indication of the accuracy obtainable from the regression, 
The N.A,C.A. Report did not use the standard error other than for the selection 
of the gauges, and the accuracy in the general application was implied by the 
satisfactory prediction, ioeo within +$, of one or more distributed loadings 
which were applied to the tailplanes in the two quoted examples. 

It might be conoluded from the above considerations that the N.A.C.A. 
method caters automatically for distributed loadings over a limitless range of 
centres of pressure, Certainly the regressions are the same regardless of the 
sign of the loads, but tho probable accuracies of their predictions would vary 
for each distribution and their establishment in any particular case would 
present many formidable problems. 

The N.A.C.A. procedure also reoommended the electrioal combination of 
gauge stations prior to the fitting of the regression. This has the advantage 
of reducing the number of recording channels Grid the subsequent processing of 
the flight datai~.but its adoptipninweaaes the number of gallge installations 
because a particular-gauge station oan,be used only in the 'electrical circuit 
appropriate to 'one tof the three,parame.ters. ~ Ti‘he combining of seleoted gauges 
reduces the possibility -of redyndant gauges and the norklinearities in the 
data sample because the higher-than-average response of one gauge is belanced 
by the corresponding lower-than-average response(s) of the other gauge(s) 
to the same calibration load: -m-s 
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3 CHOICE OF SUPPORTS DURING TYI CALIf3~TION ,-w GUI- --a as. a-s.- - - I 

It is implicit in the statistical treatment of the N.A.C.A. method that 
the calibration load should produce the same responses at the gauge stations as 
those due to a flight load of the same magnitude acting at the same positions. 
Thus if the sample is comprised of individual loads it is essential that the 
supports for the calibrations should not influence the stress distributions at 
the gauges. This is easy to specify but difficult to obtain in practice 
because there are a very limited number of strengthened positions for ground 
supports and their provision is not dictated by the flight condition. Although 
the number of potential support positions, such as undercarriages,jacking 
points etc, is about the same for the delta and slender body configurations as 
for the older high-aspect ratio aircraft, owing to the more compact layout and 
structural design a larger proportion of the structure will be affected by the 
diffusion of concentrated loads reacted at these points, 

In general it is desirable to estimate the critical loads as accurately 
as possible rather than ell flight loads at a loner accurao,y. This is best 
effected by using regressions fitted to distributed load samples, each of which 
caters for a range of uncertainty in the expected flight distribution. The 
direct application of distributed loads which are representative of a flight 
condition overcomes the problem of supports. Hovrever the acquisition of the 
sample data would be most expensive because the different distributions must 
include all those investigated in flight and their number must exceed the 
number of gauges in the regression. Thus for practical and economic reasons 
it seems essential to retain the convenience of the individual load celibrations 
and to assemble the distributed load data by superposition. The calibrations 
provide the responses p,, of each gauge Gs for unit load at xr,yr. Then for 

any system of loads Pr at xr, y,, total response of 

Gs = 'r Frs 

is independent of the support positions if 

n \- z 'r =o 

r=l 

and the other conditions of equilibrium are satisfied. 

These-conditions are automatically satisfied by the aerodynamic and 
inertial loads in the flight condition and consequently the responses of the 
gauges for the sample can be evaluated from the expected flight loads and the 
individual load calibrations obtained under any arbitrary support condition. 



This implies that the calibration must be very comprehensive. IIowever in any 
practical application there will be supports which can reduce the extent of the 
calibration. Their'availability will depend on the particular structure and 
the scope of the flight investigations. As one is concerned with the inter- 
pretation of total responses the criterion for the inclusion of any particular 
calibration is the relative contribution made to the total response. Thus it 
becomes unnecessary to calibrate for loads in areas where either the expected 
local flight load is small or the gauge responses under the particular con- 

'i ditions of support are expected to be small, 

4 PROPOSED METHOD USING DISTRIBUTED LOAD DATA -a ---L--v-%* I mr_*,ez..e. *.-a,e_s-e-a . ..C---s-sz.~-.. 
i A change from an individual load sample to a distributed load sample for 

the statistics automatically reduces the non-linearities in the data. The 
higher-than-average response(s) of a particular gauge to some load(s) is 
belanced by the lomercthan-average responses of the same gauge to laads at 
different positions and the regressions fitted to such data will have smaller 
standard errors. If the distributed load sample is typical of the distri- 
butions to be measured in flight the standard error can be used directly to 
assess the reliability of any subsequent estimation by the regression, One 
obvious criterion of the typicality of' the sample is whether the centre of 
pressure of the measured loads falls within the range of the sample. Any 
extrapolation to higher stress levels than those induced by the individual load 
calibrations would be justified by test or other technical knowledge. 

. 

. 

The following section illustrates the N.A.C.A. and proposed methods by an 
application to the Lightning fin. It is acknowledged that the choice of support 
presented no difficulties in the laboratory experiment but the "non-1inearities" 
encountered in a low-aspect ratio multi-spar construction were present, 

5 APPLICATION OF MZTHODS TO A LIGHTNING FIN 0.-.-m m_i m-ewm-m c1-* -w-* -- I-- 

5.1 en and strain gas instsllations --m-w__* --m-v 

The fin was a 5 spar structure (Figs.1 and 2); the spars were mounted 
vertically from fuselage frames and ribs ran horizontally between the front and 
rear shear walls which ocmpleted the main structure. A leading edge structure, 
of 16 S.W.G. skin and ribs normal to the front shear well, was attached to the 
front shear wall. The main skin was 12 S.W.G. 

. 

For the laboratory programme the fin was bolted to a rear fuselage speci- 
men in order to ensure a representative mounting. The fin and fuselage were 
rotated through 90' to ease the task of loading. 

. 

British Thermostat SE/A/2 200R strain gauges were bonded with Araldite 
strain gauge cement at a section outboard of rib 1. Calibration loads of 
1000 lb were applied in increments at each of the stations shown in Fig,2, 
The gauges were arranged to respond.either to shear or tc bending strains in 
the spars and the responses of the half-bridge instsllaticns were recorded by 
the R.A.E. Strain Recorder. The accuracies of measurement are estimated to 
be within tl digit (1000 digits = 00% ARD) for the electrical strains and 
within +,I0 lb for the loads. It may be noticed in the subsequent tables 
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that the eleutrical strains are given in fraotions of a digit, this arises 
from the use of a Deuce Programme to provide the electrical strain for a nominal 
load of 1000 lb at each loading point from the slope of gauge response against 
load obtained by a least squares method. 

5.2 Experimental results xn_l..z---w 2-a L. 

Table 1 lists the responses, in digits, of the gauges at the section for 
1000 lb load applied separately ot each of the calibration points identified 
in Fig.2. Zero inputs (i.e. M =V = T = 0) indicate that the load was applied 
inboard of the secticn, 

Table 2 lists the responses of the same gauges obtained by superposition 
of selected data from Table 1. The combinations of the individual loads used 
to obtain the "distributed load" responses are also given in Table 2. The inputs, 
M, V and T, given in the table were oaloulated from the individual loads outboard 
of the section and the resultant centres of pressure of these loads lie within 
the shaaed area shown in Fig.2. The responses and inputs were scaled to 
v= 1000 lb. 

Table 3 lists the gauge responses obtained by the superposition of the 
individual loads shown in Table 4 and a comparison is made with the mean 
responses obtained from two direct applications of the same distribution. 

5.3 Regressions for the determination of 14 V and T -P-w. w-s.-- ---*--U;---,l -A.*sL-a--,., 

5.3.1 Individual load calibration method C-vss-.. a-e7~*-~PC-~.--Ln--~Y 

The non-linear gauge responses with the position of the load are 
illustrated in Pigs.3 and 4. The responses of A 

7' 
a conventional shear gauge 

arrangement on Spar 5, are plotted as influence coefficients for a load of 
1000 lb applied at each point, Similarly the responses of A 

5’ 
a "bending gauge" 

on the same spar, are plotted in Pig.4, but in this oase the response is due to 
a single load which has been scaled to produce a bending moment of 105 lb in 
at Section XX. The figures show the higher-than-average responses for bending 
moments and shears induced by loads adjacent to the gauge station end demon- 
strate, at least for multi-spar construction of low-aspect ratio, the futility 
of attempting to deduce an accurate estimate of unknown loads from a single 
gauge calibrated by a single load. Thus it is necessary to follow the N.A.C.A. 
procedure and combine several gauges in order that the higher-than-average 
responses of one gauge are balanced by the lower-than-average responses of 
other gauges to the same calibration loads. The selection of the appropriate 
gauges from the mass of calibration data in Table 1 presents many difficulties 
and an attempt was made to sort the gauges by fitting linear surfaces to the 
individual responses of each gauge. Thus typically 

response of A 
7 

= 19 + 0*35x + 0,43y 

response of A 
5 

= 6*3 + 0085x + O*OIY 
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where x and y are the distanoes from the reference axes in Pig,2. In each 
expression the sensitivities of the gauge to shear, bending moment and torque 
are indicated by the constant,x coefficient and y coefficient respectively. 
Redundant gauges tend to have linearly related coefficients and to select 
gauges for a shear regression it is preferable to use gauges which tend to 
have, in combination, net zero coefficients of x and y. However little success 
was obtained and this was attributed to the poor fits obtained by the linear 
surfaces, To select possible combinations by fitting quadratic surfaces to 
the responses of eaoh gauge is a most laborious task. 

It was decided therefore to adopt the alternative procedure of fitting a 
regression containing a large number of the gauges to the data and to disoard 
successively those gauges shown to be either irrelevant or redundant. A 
Mercury computer programme provided the information for this purpose and a 
typical product of the computation is shown in the Appendix. 

Table 5 summarises the regressions obtained for the estimation of the 
bending moment (11) at Seotion XX and the regression coefficients based on 

individual load calibrations are given in column (b). Thus 

Mx 10-3 = 0*95EA8 - O*037D7 + 0*001B2 - O'072Av e 0'002D6 + 0*082B 
4 

or = O')61A8 - Oe037D7 - Oe072Av + 0'002D6 -I- 0*082B4 

. or = O*982A8 - 0*037D - 7 0'074.$ -I- 0*05OB 
4 

or = - 
O*398D7 

- 0.006~ 
9 

+ 0.608 
2 

-I- O"468A * 5 

or = O*998A8 - O*029D7 - O*077Av + O*OllA, 

etc. 

Eaoh of these regressions was used to estimate the distributed load 
detailed in Table 4 and the contributions made by each gauge are listed in 
column (e) of Table 5. The percentage error of the prediction is compared with 
the percentage standard error of the regression. Similarly Tables 6 and 7 
summarise the regressions for the estimation of shear and torque. i&any of these 
regressions USC the bending moment (hf) as one of the independent variables and 
this is justified only if the estimation of M is well established by its own 
regression. 

Incidentally, in each of the regressions for hl, V and T the responses 
have been scaled to unit values of bending moment, shear and torque respeot- 
ively for the outboard loads. This was done to allon the standard error to be 
expressed aa a percentage rather than an absolute quantity. Such a procedure 
has more relevanoe for the regressions based on distributed loads; the difficulty 
for those based on individual loads arises from the lack of significance of the 
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standard error as an indicator of the probable accuracy mhen the regrel;3ion is 
used to foreoast a distributed load, The best agreements between known and 
estimated distributed loadings in Tables 5, 6 and 7, i,e, within I$ for 
bending moment, 4*.Z$ fcr shear and 10% for torque, are better than would be 
expected from the quoted stzi.na.wa errors and could be fortuitous. The per- 
formance of the regression A8 A9 D7 B4 in predicting the bending moment from 

the responses in Table 2, indicated a standard error of 5*6$ whioh compares 
favourably with the 3.8 obtained directly from the data. Its evaluation 
involved additional computation and it would seem more logical to use the data 
in Table 2 directly 9,s in Section 503.26 

NQ attempt nas made tc use the teohnique of partial combination as dis- 
cussed and applied in the N.A.C.A. Report. This technique has practical dis- 
advantages and doe3 not overcome the difficulties of establishing the 
reliability of a forecast of a distributed load by a regression based on 
individual load data. 

5.3.2 Distributed load palibration method_ --I---- 

The data for the distributed load sample are given in Table 2 and were 
obtained by superptisition from the data in Table I. The justification for 
this procedure was based on the knowledge that the structural oomponents would 
not buokle at the stress levels used for the subsequent loading shown in 
Table 3. A check of the gauge responses for that particular loading and those 
obtained by superposition is included in Table 3 and agreement within @ was 
obtained except for the loner responses where reading accuracy ma significant. 

The inspection of Table 2 shows that the non-linearities in the response 
data were reduced - partly as a result of combining high and 10~ responses and 
partly as a consequence cf restricting the range of cop0 position. The 
coefficients of the regressions fitted to these data are given in oolumns (0) 
cf Tables 5, 6 and 7, and in columns (f) are the contributions made by the 
selected gauges ef each regression in the estimation of the directly applied 
distributed loading. The acouraoy of the estimates varied for the different 
regressions and it was not always the case that the regressions tith the 
smallest standard error predicted this particular distribution with the highest 
accuraoy. However there were regressions which, 2 time3 out of 3, would pre- 
dict any cne of the statisticd sample to within .11*5$ for shear, (regression 
A7’ Ay’ B2’ .c5, D, I D6, hl), within +3$ for bending moment (A*, A9, B4, D6, D7) 

and S$ for torque (5, A9, B2, C5, D2, D6 hl). For higher levels of confidence, 

say 99 times out of 100, these accuracies would be worsened to t4.$, 5% and 
2% respectively, 

the sample sizz: 

The extent of the individual load calibrations must be governed to some 
degree by the redundanoy of the structure and, in either method, must allow a 
satisfactory synthesis of the expected flight loadings. In the case of the 
N,A,C.A. method the synthesis is made subsequent to the regression analysis 
and consequently there is little scope for any reduction in the size of the 
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matrix, For the modified method there is a lo\ior limit in the number of distri- 
butions to be used; there must be at least as many independent calibration data 
as there are gauge stations in the regression and it is advisable to have an 
excess in order to prevent ill-conditioning. 

To illustrate the influence of sample size Table 8 lists in columns (b) 
and (c) the coefficients of regressions using the same gauges for samples of 
29 and 10 distributed load data - the latter sample comprised the distributions 
marked with an asterisk in Table 2. It nil1 be noted that the regression 
ooefficionts differ for the two samples but the standard errors for shear and 
bending moment are satisfaotorily small. In the case of the torque regression 
there was an indication of redundancy and the omission of gauge A9 improved 

the fit and the standard error. These standard errors indicate how each 
regression fits its own sample and it is more realistic to compare the accuracies 
of the two regressions for the same sample; ioe. the standard errors have been 
caloulated for the applications of the 10 member regressions to the estimation 
of the 29 member sample. On this basis of comparison, the accuracy changed frcm 
1.4s to 4’172 for shear, from 2*'5'$ to 3*9% for bending moment and from 2*1$ to 
1% for torque when the sample size was changed from 29 to IO distributions, 

It should be appreciated that the statistical procedure does not lead 
automatioally to the "host solution"; at any stage a decision can be made that 
the probable aocuracy is adequate for the intended purpose but confidence in any 
estimate must depend on initial assumptions such as the extent of the csli- 
bration as well as on statistical theory. 

6 !$)NCLUSIONs 

A review of the N.A.C,A. technique for flight load measurement has shown 
that its application to future aircraft may not be entirely straightt'ornard, 
The difficulties arise from the non-linearitics in the strsin gauge responses 
to the individual calibration loads and from the need to support the aircraft 
during their applioation. The former can be severe if the design incorporates 
multi-spar oonstruction of low-aspect ratio and the choice of supports for 
delta and slender-body configurations may not be obvious or practical to fulfil 
the condition that the individual loads of the ground calibration must be reacted 
in a manner similar to that of the flight condition. 

It is shorm that the problem of the supports can be overcome by determining 
the combinations of gauge responses, which interpret the flight measurements, 
from a sample of the gauge responses to distributed loads instead of to 
individual loads as recommended in N.A.C.R. Report No.1178. It is necessary in 
the general case for the distributed load systems to be in equilibrium. The 
statistical method of analysing flight strains requires a large number of 
calibrations and it is suggested that these can be obtained by the superposition 
of individual load data instead of the direct application of distributed loads, 
This procedure would retain the convenience of individual load aalibration and 
under certain conditions need not satisfy the general requirement that the 
distribution of loads should be in equilibrium, 
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The chsnge to a sample of distributed load data automatically ra&:oes the 
non-linearities in the gauge responses a~ld consequently acceptable stardard 
errors for the combinations of gauge responses should be obtained for multi-spar 
structures of low-aspect ratio. Furthermore, in contrast to the N.A.C.A. pro- 
cedure o these standard errors can be used directly to assess the reliability of 
a particular load measurement and this is important if the measured flight load 
is to be used for the structural olcarance of the aircraft, 

Laboratory tests on a Lightning fin, which admittedly did not introduce 
any difficulties of supporting the structure representatively, showed that the 
modified method interpreted the strain moasurcments at a chordwise section as 
net bending moments, torques and shears nithin 21% at <he 6% confidence level. 

L general symbol for bending moment, shear or torque 

M bending moment lb in 

T torque lb in 

v shear lb 

P coefficient in load equation 

b estimated coefficient in load equation 

0 oovarianoe .of bridges 

E residual., difference betneen calculated and applied load 

i row ind0x s 

c-i column index . 

n number ,of loadings 

P norKkmen&onal bridge response 

s standard error of estimate on the sample 

soeo standard error of individual forecast 

. -13- 



SYMBOLS (Contd. 1 

4 number of bridges 

v variance of bridge 

X distance from torque reference line in 

Y distance outboard from strain gauge section in 

REFERENCES -e- 
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The relationship between the expected values of one dependent variable 
and the observed values of a number of independent variables oan be expressed 
in the form of a regression equation. 

. Onoe the regression equation has been established it may be used to derive 
estimates of the dependent variable. 

In the application of regression analysis to flight load measurement the 
equations relating the response of the strain gauge bridges (p) and the three 
loads, bending moment (M), shear (V), and torque (T) are required, 

The relationship between each of these and the responses can be expressed 
by a multiple linear regression equation of the form 

(1) 

. 

where L = appropriate values of 111, V or T, 

Thus the equations for n calibration loads at different looatiens may be 
written in the form 

L2 = B, P2, + . . . I (2) 

Li = P, pi, + + Pj c'ij O"' + P, ~iq 

I  

. 

. I 

. 

. j = I,2 . . . . . 9 

i = I , 2  ..#.. n 

+ Pj I-‘nj l Do + Pq CLnq 

I  

Then n = q the equations (2) can be solved for /3, p2 . . . p 
%l 

directly. This 
however may not lead to a reliable estimate of the load. e number of 
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oalibration loads is therefore chosen to be greater than the total number of 
bridges. The coefficients are estimated by the least squares method. 

If the estimated coef'fioients are represented by b,,b2 .., bq then the 
general form of equations(2) is now written 

Li = bl pi? + b2 ~152 ... + bj ~ij ,., + b q Piq + si 

where E is the error or residual in the estimation of L. 

The sum of squares of these residuals is required to be a minimum. 

Consider for simplicity the solution for three bridge coefficients and 
n loadings. 

The sum of squares of residuals to be minimised is 

n n 

i = 1,2,,,n. 

The necessary conditions are that: 

n n 
a 

r 

E2 =o, &- 
---I 

z 

2 =o, j$- 
*2 

;ii;; i 2 
% 

3 2 

Ei = 0 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

and the following three simultaneous equations are obtained which are solved for 
the ooefficients b,, b2, b3. 

n n 

c 
(Pi1)2bl + 

c 
(I.li.j Pi2)b2 

1 1 

n 

+ (15,)~ b3 = Li Pi3 
1 
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of equations (6) are expanded it will be seen that p and L are always 
2 associated in product terms, e.g. (cl,,) , (pi, pi2), (pi, I-r. ) 13 ad (Li oil) ana 

sinoe changing the sign of Li (i.e. loading direction reversed) automatioally 

ohanges the signs of pi,, pi2, pi3 and has no effect on the above equations; 

thus b,, b2 and b3 are the same as before. 

If tie responses of any one bridge are linearly related to the response 
of any other bridge then equations (6) beoome ill-oonditioned and this is 
indicated by large standard errors* 

The seleotion of strain gauge bridges is made by starting with an 
equation oontsining all possible bridges and rejeoting successively the bridge 
having the lowest value of coefficient divided by its own standard error. 

The best set is reached when the further rejeotion of a bridge does not 
reduce the star&,rd error of the estimate. 

The smaller the standard error the more acourate the estimate is likely 
to be 

MiULI*aPVm.Imrr*r.a-aM 
standard error of estimate = residual sums of squares 

s 
--a-a w* 

'degreT=eedom 

and the general form for q independent variables is: 

l c LLi - Cbj P-j, +b21.Li2+ . . . bq Piq)12 

1 M-w- r>La-- - --PI-w.- -8. I -wEcp--L~ ..I.. W* . 

The general-multiple regression calculation was performed by a hercury 
di.f$tal computer using the 0,U.C.L. programme Stat/ll. 

A Qpiosl set of results is tabulated below and it oorresponds to the 
estimation of bending moment from A 
(see Table 5). 

8,Ag,. B4, D7 using combined load data 

It is possible to deduoe from the standard error of estimate the varianoes 
of the b's and the covarianoes of the pairs of b's. The oomputer programme 

provides these values, as well as the standard error (J) of eaoh b. 
The ratio of the coefficient to its standard error will determine the relevanoe 
of a partioular b, being small for irrelevant ooeffioients. 

- 17 - 



Bending moment 
Bridge 4 
Bridge 37 

Bridge $ 
Bridge B4 

Mean values ’ i 

l.oooooo 2 1 
1.229552 2 

-6.790000 1 

3.069621 2 1 
3.583793 1 

I Mean square J 

I 

sums of Degrees of 
squares freedom 1 sums 0r sauares 1 Varlanoe rat10 

(degrees of freedom ) 

Total 2.900000 5 
Residual 2.551600 2 

1 28 
25 

/ 
/ 

1.03571 4 
I .02064 i 

RegressFon 2.897448 5 i 4 I 7.24362 
t 

I 7097.14 i 

/ ;;lll!y, 
mrriciem or ~~ 

Covarisnce of % end D7 
I 

5.97585 -3 
COVEUQnCe Of A8 and f9 -1.49211 -3 

COVadanCe OI na and B4 -1.36721 -2 
Coefficient al D7 -5.258621 -1 
Covarlance of D7 and A 9 -3.26202 -4 

COVSI%me Of D7 and 84 -5.44623 -3 
Coetllcient of 

As -7.990783 Q 

Covarlance of $ and B4 2.07733 -3 

Coefllclent 0r B4 3.496938 -1 

Variance 
Standard error 

(,~variance) 

1.10279 -2 I.05014 -1 

I 

i 

+ 

6.49925 -3 1 8.06179 42 

I 

2.82071 -4 i ; 1.67950 -2 
I  

Csefflcfent 
standard error 

5,902 

-6,523 

-4.758 

1.88299 -1 ; 1 l 37222 -1 ; 2.548 

Thus M x loo3 = 0.62 A8 - 0926 D 
7 

- 0.08 A9 + O-35 B4 and the IO-' 
factor must be inserted because the dependent variable was scaled before 
oomputation. 
NOTE: The single figure columns contain the power of IO by whioh the preceding 

columns are to be multiplied. 

(1) The standard error of sample (S) = + (10-2064)~ = + 3.2 and expressed aa 
a percentage of the mean value of the bending moment = 2 3*2$. 

(2) The standard error of an individual forecast (s.e.). 
When tie responses of an individual forecast are scaled by the ratio of the 
mean of the sample and the individual forecast it is then possible to use 

.I 

s.e. = t [S* (1 + i) + hi(pi - iiij2 + Ccij(pi -pi> (pj - pj)]” 

where 

i ri: j, c.. = c.. and i and j = 1, 2, ,., q . 
IJ J1 

For the particular distributed load in Table 4 s,e. = + 4-s ta be 
oompared with the actual error of i-l%. 
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.  I  

geasured and~~sed strain Euge I-c- respmses for distributed load (Table 4) 

Bridge I k5 I *7 ! I “9 

-1.3 / 3'4 / 2”1*4, / 5'4 j -6.11 C-4 j -1.7 

JgABLE4 

Distributed load 
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RANGE OF C.f?‘s FOR “DlSTRl6UTED LOADS” 

SECTION XX 

FIG. 2. STRAIN GAUGE STATIONS AND LOADING ARRANGEMENT. 
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ARC C.P. x0. 339 

THE INlERPR?ZTATION OF STRAIN -S FCR FLIGHT LOAD IEXE~INATION. 
Hovall, Pd, Webber, D.A, Roberts, T.A. August 19ak 

The procedures 0r N.A.C.A. Report NO. 1178 r0r the interpretation of 
measured flight strains as structural loads are net entirely satisfactory 
for applications to delta or ~lender+oQ configurations. Problems arise 
Prom the severe non-Unearities in the gauge n?sponse with the position of 
the calibrating load, and from the need to support tIm aircraft 
reIresentat1vely during the ground oalUxat.ions. These difriculties are 
overcane if distributed load &ta, obtained either directly or by super 
position, are used in place of individual load data. In contrast to the 
original N.A.C.A. Report, the procedure will then establish directly the 
reliability of any particular flight load measurement. Tbe modified 
technique is illustrated by an application to the Lkhtnfng fin in 
labara’-cny tests. 

AW: C.P. NO. 839 533.6.aa.l: 
Yl.71 

TIE IN’IERPRSTATION OF STRAIN MEA SIEtQNTS FOR FLIGHT KIAD DEI’ERHINATION. 
I?avell, P.B, Webber, D.A, Roberts, T.A. Ausust 1364, 

The procedures of N.A.C.A. Report NO. 1176 for the interpatation of 
wasured Ilight sfzs ins as sQuctur!al loads are not entirely SatiSta0tdn-Y 
rtr applications to delta or slend~ oonfigunations. Probkme arise 
from the severe non-linearities in the gauge response with the position of 
the calibrating load, and rxwm the need ts support the aircraft 
rqm3xmmvely during the ground calibrations. Thess dirriculties are 
overcome if distributed load data, obtained either directly or by super- 
position, are used in plaue of individual load data. In oonbrast to the 
original N.A.C.A. Report, the procedure will then establish directly th? 
reliability of any psrticular flight load maasuranxxt. The modified 
technique is illustrated by an application to the L&hCnfng fin in 
labaratory tests. 

ARC C.P. No. @59 553.448.1: 
91.71 

TIE IN’IERPR!Zl’ATION OF STRAIN MEASUREMENTS FUR FLIGHT MAD DFTEIFIINATIDN. 
Howell, P.B, Webber, D.A, Rotirts, T.A. August 1% 

The procedures of N.A.C.A. Report No.1178 for tbs inUwR%Xabion Or 
measured rlight strains as structural loads are not entirely satisraatoxv 
for applications to delta or slender-body wnUguratians. Problems arise 
from the severe non-linearitles in the gauge response with the position of 
ths calibrating load, and from the need to support tb aircrBlt 
representatively during the grtxmd calibrations. These difficulties an? 
overcam ii distributed load data, obtained either dlrsctly or by super- 
position, are used in place of individual load data. In oontimst to the 
original N,A.C.A. heport, th? proafxhwe will then establish directly the 
reliability 0r any par%iaular rlight load nmasurem2nt. The modiiied 
technique is illustrated by an application to ths LhlSning ffn fn 
labolatory tests. 
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